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REVOLUTIONARY
TURF
TECHNOLOGY
RESILIENCE AND
PERFORMANCE

INNOVATIVE TO THE CORE

KEY FEATURES

Years of continuous development and
innovation have resulted in FieldTurf’s
ground-breaking new fiber concept.
Introducing… CORE.

z Exclusive bi-component structure

Using the very latest raw material
components, and proprietary extrusion
technology combining polymers of
different characteristics, CORE brings
synthetic turf performance to a whole
new level. With a hardened center
to deliver outstanding resilience and
durability, and a soft outer layer to
ensure optimum player-friendliness and
player-surface interaction, CORE is
the most exciting yarn innovation in the
synthetic turf industry.

z Engineered high density core for
exceptional resilience
z Soft outer layer and durable
external body for outstanding
player-friendliness
z Distinctive ridged diamond profile
for enhanced durability
z Proprietary polymer technology
z Market-leading durability and
softness
z World class precision-extrusion
technology

REFERENCES
z Olympique Lyonnais, France
z Ajax Amsterdam, The Netherlands
z Ross County FC, UK
z FC Augsburg

UNIQUE DESIGN

z Mainz 05

The combination of our distinctive ridged
diamond profile and high density core, built
with our proprietary polymer technology
has resulted in a turf engineered exclusively
for outstanding player-friendliness and
enhanced durability.

z VVOR Rotterdam
z Feyenoord Rotterdam
z Haarhausen Kunstrasensportplatz
z Teistungen
z Köln Klettenberg
z Maintal
z Herenthout
z Unter Flockenbach
z Schaffhausen

OUTER YARN

Soft and durable
external body
for outstanding
player-friendliness

z Wald Michelbach

LISPORT EVALUATION
During the test of simulated use featuring
200.000 cycles at the Lisport wear tester
according to EN 15306 the artificial turf
surface FieldTurf 42-17 showed no visible
damage to the fibres.

CERTIFICATIONS

CORE

Engineered high
density core for
exceptional resilience
and durability

PLAY TO WIN
FieldTurf is the synthetic turf division of Tarkett Sports, part of the
Tarkett Group which has been producing hi-tech, safe sustainable,
and inspiring flooring solutions for over 130 years.
Our aim was to create the very best playing surface possible as an
alternative to natural grass, combining the performance properties
of natural grass with the benefits of a synthetic solution.
FieldTurf chose to engineer a synthetic sports field system which
would give great performance, exceptional durability and offer
superior athlete safety and installed its first full-sized infill football
field back in 1994. FieldTurf invented and perfected long-pile, infilled
synthetic turf, and today there are more than 10,000 FieldTurf
pitches around the world.
We are proud that our syntheticl turf systems have hosted many
World firsts, including FIFA World Cups and UEFA Champions League
matches.
FieldTurf has provided solutions to many top football clubs,
including Ajax, FC Barcelona, Borussia Dortmund, Mainz, Augsburg,
1860 Munich, Olympic Lyonnais and Arsenal. In addition we have
provided top class rugby solutions to Cardiff Arms Park, Oyonnax
and Toulouse.
We are the company that changed the industry and the global leader
for outdoor sports solutions. We would be delighted to welcome you
to the FieldTurf Family and hope you will enjoy our product range.
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